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Notes from the President
In the almost nine years as president, to

see it start with a few hundred in Bland,
Missouri to a few thousand now; it has cer-
tainly been an honour & privilege to serve
you. Oh, we have had our ups and downs and
misunderstandings, however all in all it has
been great fun; I am proud to have been a part
of this Association. A special thanks goes to
each of my fellow board members both past
and present. Without their help. my job would
have been impossible.

It is time for me to move on to allow new
fresh ideas and concepts to be put in place
with new officers to continue the growth of
this Association and to improve sidecarring.

It has been recently noted that other
manufacturers and distributers of sidecars
intend to play a larger role in further promot-
ing the sidecar sport by active participation in
the "Sidecarist." As a manufacturer, a USCA
member and as past president of the USCA, I
plan to join them in this effort, including the
safe guidelines as established over the years by
the USCA.

My best regards to the new board, I will
be at your service. To all our members, thank
you for allowing me to be your trusted servant.
On a personal note, I am still as enthusiastic
about our sport as you are, I love it and enjoy
your friendship! Best wishes to all.

Doug Bingham,
Immediate Past President,

United Sidecar Association Inc.

Editorial
The U.S.C.A. Rally is over, we have an

new executive and a new editor; and we start
our countdown to the 10th anniversary rally in
Illinois, the last weekend in June of 1988.

The Sidecarist is a publication intended
to be a source of information as well as enter-
tainment. The various departments have been
revised; there is a "guideline for writers" on
page 27, have a look at it, if you want addi-
tional copies, contact the editor using the
NEW Homewood Box address.

We need articles, about happenings in
your area, and stories about your sidecar. This
year, the 75th anniversary of Watsonian side-
cars, is celebrated by having our immediate
past president, Doug Bingham of Watsonian
riding an outfit of his manufacture, gracing our
cover.

Bryce Lee
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From where I sit (no longer Editor)
From the throne where I sit I

feel most humble to be President.
Many of the programs begun by
Doug Bingham will continue as we
grow in strength and fellowship. I
could not say so before but Doug,
virtually singlehanded, kept the
Association running, especially
during the 1982 to 1984 period. At
that time I was the perpetual world
traveller spending only four months
in the United States during that
period. Had Doug not taken his
position as President of the USCA
seriously, it is doubtful we would
have the group as we know it to-
day! We wish Doug every success
now that he can finally devote time
to his other business of making
sidecars. We look forward to a
bright new future for 1988.

I am pleased to report that the
1987 AGM held in Kitchener,
Ontario was extremely positive,
probably the most positive to date.
The success of the AGM was in no
small part due to the many mem-
bers who took the time to complete
the June-July survey and send it to
me. Your comments are taken seri-
ously and your voice has been
heard. You will note the new line
up of officers in this issue. Copies
of the minutes will be available
upon request by dropping me a line
in care of the new Homewood,
Illinois address.

The combined USCA/CSOC
rally at Kitchener, Ontario was a
tremendous success For those not
able to attend you will read rally
items in upcoming issues. Terry
Strassenburg, our new vice-presi-
dent and Rally Director will have
his work cut out to better the Cana-
dian Rally.

Many USCA members went to
the Federation of Sidecarists Rally
in England at the end of August
held at the National Motorcycle
museum in conjunction with the
75th anniversary celebrations of the
Watsonian Sidecar Company. Pam
and Trevor Quick, were at our rally,
so it was only fitting we attend
theirs. Doug Bingham, the
Johnsons, the Rubens, the Fassels,
and many others enjoyed the fabu-
lous British hospitality.

The bi-monthly issues will
continue until March when we will
be off and running with our regular
monthly publication schedule with
all of the problems of 1987 behind
us.

To all, a very enjoyable Thanks-
giving.

Hal Kendall.
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Letters
Sir

Thank you for "Riding With The Sidecar." I
appreciate the amount of work putting the publi-
cation together. It is an excellent addition to your
other two sidecar manuals.

The Motorcycle Safety Program courses
emphasize counter-steering as the preferred
method for turning the motorcycle. With prac-
tice, these maneuvers become automatic. After
reading your latest publication sidecar operators
should develop their own slogan for steer-
ing..."Pull Right-Go Right; Pull Left-Go Left."

The secondary meaning of this slogan is
concerned with the operator's body motion
relative to his motorcycle seat. The body goes
towards the side to which you are turning. When
your rig pulls to the right you must correct this
by steering to the left; to steer to the left means
pulling on the left handlebar and sliding yourself
over to the left hand side of 4-he motorcycle seat.

Most of us do this automatically however
for instructing new riders, emphasizing slogans
is appropriate.

Mitchell L. Goldflies M.D., Chicago, IL

Sir:
A quick scan of the new publication "Riding

With A Sidecar" showed it was a goldmine of
information. I read it all in one day, some parts
twice. The illustrations, diagrams and their
explanations helped clarify such terms as lead,
toe in and lean out. Most important it explains
how they affect handling.

I see why you were so anxious to have this
German book translated as it will benefit all
members. I strongly recommend it to compliment
our regular manual "Sidecar." It should be re-
quired reading for the sidecarist who is buying or
building a new sidecar or who is trying to sort
out handling problems on their present rigs.

Cpe Rybacek, Chief Instructor USCA,
Woodstock, Illinois 60098

Hal:
Why everyone should be given FIVE

months free membership I don't see! Please set
my expiration date BACK to October 1987 from
the current March 1988.

Leslie McCoig #2618, Aurora, MS 63459

Leslie:
Appreciate the attitude. There is no free

lunch. We felt our integrity was at stake and we
were duty bound to honour their errors. Hope
others will respond likewise or send donation
adjustment of $7.50 to Jim Krautz. H.A.K.

Hal:
Thanks for "Riding With A Sidecar." A job

well done. A small donation is enclosed. I really
need a reverse gear to assist in moving my big
Harley FLH rig. Do you know anything about the
aftermarket electric units that mount under the
swing arm? Bushtec has advertised a unit in the
"Sidecarist."

Dot Patterson, Cody, Wyoming.

Dot:
Have heard of such units from time to time.

Believe one was a commercial unit, another
offered to assist individuals who wished to move
bulky items around. Can anyone assist with
details? Believe unit consisted of a powerful
electric motor driving the rear wheel via a rubber
roller. Price was $400-$500. Otherwise, try to
park on a flat place where you can turn around or
on a hill facing downward. H.A.K.

NB:When sending articles or clippings or line
drawings(also known as cartoons) or whatever
from magazines be sure to get written permis-
sion for the USCA to reprint them and then we
may do it without courting disaster.B.L.

NB:Opinions expressed in all articles are those
of the contributors and do not necessarily
reflect viewpoints of the USCA or its Commit-
tee. B.L./H.A.K.
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Letters
Hal:

Let me thank you for doing such a terrific
job with USCA and the Sidecarist. You are
certainly a driving force in the association with
help from the others(Jim, Dan, Doug,
Terry,Ed,Hal.) I know you put a lot of time in
writing articles for the newsjournal. As a member
who reads every page I really appreciate it!

John C. Klieforth, Sun City West, Arizona.

Hal:
Hey, just read your article "Chair Affairs" in

the special issue of "Bike" Australia. Great
article! And an extraordinarily good issue, even
though it was a bit strange to see so many famil-
iar sidecars mounted on the wrong side. Ha!

Jim Dodson, Portland, Oregon.

Jim:
Many thanks for your kind words. My

heartiest congratulations on your own success
...the 3rd anniversary of your own publication
Hack'd. Both you and your wife Chris are to
congratulated for providing us with a viable
alternative, an alternative devoted exclusively to
our favourite mode of transport, sidecars and the
motorcycles to which they are attached. HAK

From The Bookshop Mailbag:
Sir

Enclosed is my order for the new publica-
tion "Riding With A Sidecar." I am particularly
fitful over the lack of information, research and
good sound advice and data about sidecars. I am
including a donation of $20.00 to aid in your
research efforts. Keep up the good work!

Sean J. Rogers, Washington, DC 20011

Sean:
Many thanks for your kind words, donation

and order. B.L.

Sir:
How could anyone criticize the Associa-

tion? The services provided by the executive
members is beyond any return they may ever
expect to receive. My heartfelt thanks to Doug
Bingham, Jim Krautz, and Dan Doyle.

Each has, in their own way contributed to
my enjoyment of the sport of sidecaring. I must
also thank Hal Kendall (whom I have never met)
and look forward to reading his articles. The
"Sidecarist" is excellent.

Sidecaring is not a large group and most of
the industry pretend that we do not exist. With
the exception "Hack'd," there is not much to read
on sidecaring so the "Sidecarist" fills a large gap.
All involved with the publication deserve public
recognition.

Michael Naguin, Walnut, California

MOTORCYCLE CAMP
RESORT OPENS IN NC

At High Country Cycle Camp, “Turkey”
Tom Thompson operates a complex that caters to
the touring motorcyclist only!

Only motorcyclists are allowed on the
grounds(14 acres of wooded creek and hillside
camping) which includes amenities for tent
camping, including a modern bath house and
laundry, four primitive chalets for those who
prefer not to sleep on the ground and a large hot
tub for soaking.

Additional chalets and an open-air club-
house are planned are to be added this summer.
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Letters
A STRANGE MIXTURE
Sidecars - privacy - friends - mail. Indeed these
things are a strange mixture but not unrelated.

Let's start with sidecars, privacy and mail. A few
months ago before I became a member of the USCA I
wrote to Hal Kendall requesting certain information. I
didn't know Hal at the time, however was aware he
was knowledgeable, and was also aware that writing
him as I did would be an imposition; and consequently
did not expect as quick a reply as I received. I knew
that Hal probably received quite a bit of mail(very
true...ed) and that the cost of the postage was a bit of a
gamble. As you are aware, my letter and Hal's response
was published in the February-March issue. My
personal letter was published in a periodical, esoteric
though it may be. As a direct result of my letter being
published I received a•letter from two people I don't
know in California and shortly thereafter I received a
letter from a sidecar manufacturer because he had
received a letter from these two aforementioned
people.

So! What is this all about? Privacy or an invasion
of privacy so to speak. When I saw my letter published
in the Sidecarist I felt a little naked, True there was
nothing in the letter that I need feel ashamed of;
however it was intended as a private letter, not as a
letter to the editor. Hal had advised me that his re-
sponse was going to be published; the subsequent
letters from the sidecar manufacturer in California and
the couple in California deflated my bubble slightly
when I realized that their personal letter to me wasn't so
personal after all.

I am not registering offense with or at anyone. I
am noting that privacy is a somewhat tender and
perhaps tenuous thing and the occurrences which I
have described made me aware of it; and that others
should also be aware also. Something to think about.

Now as to Hal's response. Not knowing him and
asking for something that I knew would take time, I did
not presume to obligate him to provide postage for his
response if he did decide to respond. Therefore I sent to
him a SASE which he did not use, because the gener-
ous amount of information sent to me would not fit in
the envelope nor would the postage be sufficient to
cover the mailing charges.

Hal included three addresses of dealers, one each
in Texas, Nebraska and Missouri. I did not approach
the Missouri dealer, however of the remaining two
only the chap in Nebraska responded. Vern Goodwin,
of Eagle, Nebraska replied with an exceptionally
thoughtful and complete response.

I am unable to lay claim to saying that either Hal
or Vern are friends because neither they nor I are really
acquainted. I can say however, that both have treated
me as I hoped I would be treated as a friend. This is
also true of Ralph Martin, and as well Don and Aileen
Theall. After reading my letter in the Sidecarist, they
contacted me offering their experiences and even the
trial use of their rigs in order to assist me with my
decision. Their kindness immediately reminded me of
sidecarists that I knew a few years back and it espe-
cially reminded me of how friendly they had been in
the past.

My mail on sidecars and privacy may have been
bent, but as usual it proved that sidecar people are
friendly.

Robert G. Kunze, Shawnee, OK 74801.

Robert
First of all, let me make this point clear, if you, or

anyone else sends a letter to the editor, and does not
want the letter or the reply (specify which) published
advise on the letter, otherwise it might see print in the
Sidecarist.

Second, sidecarists are a gregarious bunch of
people, be it in North America or anywhere else in the
world. We have to be, to survive! Compared to the
number of solo machines we are in the minority and in
order to survive have to help others to experience this
magnificent form of motorcycling.

Finally, as the new editor, I often like to confirm
certain details of a letter or an article before it is
published to ensure everything is the way it should be,
hence I will often telephone the authoress) to confirm
such details.

Bryce Lee.
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Open Letter to Robert Kunze,
Shawnee, OK(Feb/Mar 87 SC)
And Other Discouraged Sidecarists
by John R. Ewing, Lafayette, Indiana 47905

Robert Kunze, while you were struggling hour
after hour to assemble that Suzuki-Velorex outfit you
probably passed the point of perfect alignment two or
three times. A number of people have probably written
to you by this time advising different alignment
procedures. From most of those letters let me lift two
basic principles:

(a) No ordinary sidecar needs over 1/4" of toe-in
and in most cases less toe-in is required if you
are a good rider. A heavier chair than normal
may profit from toe-in of a greater figure.

(b)You must make for yourself accurate gauges if the
results of setup are going to be consistent. Get a
willing accomplice to hold firmly to the other end of
the string, raising it to eye level, and comparing the
taut string to the piece of plumber's pipe or
electrician's conduit you are proposing to purchase;
there must not be any light showing through be-
tween your tight string and the candidate pipe.

Suspension systems for motorcycles as
supplied by the manufacturer of your machine
usually lose their supportive abilities after 10, to
20,000 miles, some sooner, some later. In any
event the suspensions supplied as stock are not
suitable for hauling a sidecar and the solo operat-
ing weight of the motorcycle. If you and your
wife get in your automobile, and together you
weigh say 300 lbs. and the car weighs 3000 lbs,
and it has very strong springs, then when the two
of you get in, the car settles very slightly, since
the weight added is only 10% of the vehicle
weight. Now take a 600 lb motorcycle, add a 165
lb sidecar for a total weight of 765 lbs; add the
300 lbs of you and your wife and now your
motorcycle's springs are overpowered to the rate
of 40%! Is it any wonder that you have problems,
riding either solo(without passenger) but with
chair or with a passenger in the chair. By the
way, when the load for a car exceeds 40% or
more we use special cars...called pickup trucks in
3/4 ton, one ton and one and half ton sizes!

Letters
Most bikes make great sidecar haulers, in

most cases, a simple upgrade of the suspension is
all that is required.

The Honda suspension is soft and cushiony,
total inadequate for sidecar use. If your first talk
is to someone who tells you how much more air
to add to the stock suspension, go look for
another installer...this one hasn't learned his job.

I am going to make some specific recom-
mendations for your Gold Wing because I know
they work; and at the same time I do not want it
to appear that I am discrediting another brand
because I am unfamiliar with how they function.
Go to your dealer, or whoever you know you can
trust and suggest he get hold of the after-market
suppliers for this company:

Progressive Suspension, Inc,

11129 "G" Avenue,

Hesperia, CA 92345.

Progressive Suspension products may be
somewhat harsh for solo bike use but they are a
God-send for sidecarists. These springs do not
get tired and go soft. What you want for your
Gold Wing is new springs, front and rear.

Read the instruction sheets about installa-
tion; and pay particular attention to the part about
close-wound coils. Put a 7/8" PVC spacer (or a
1-1/4" PVC spacer for a heavier chair and I'd
suggest a heavier chair) on top of the coil spring
for a California-type sidecar.
USE NO COMPRESSED AIR IN THE
FRONT FORKS OF YOUR MOTORCYCLE
AT THIS POINT!

The stability of air-dependent suspension is
nowhere near as good as that of a properly
engineered coil spring, such as you have just
installed. On a late-model(post 84) Gold Wing,
have your dealer install a stronger Progressive
Suspension spring in present shocks. On pre
1984 and earlier Wings, replace the rear shocks
with the full Progressive Suspension package; no
fooling around here.
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Set the sidecar wheel, if possible, with 8" of
lead ahead of the motorcycle's rear wheel.

Now, install 30 lb of air in your cycle's rear
suspension and no air in the front suspension.
With your toe-in accurately set at 1/4" take the
rig out and ride it without anybody in the sidecar.
Have the rig normally loaded with whatever you
normally ride with. If the bike pulls to the left, it
needs less lean-out; pulling to the right means
leaning the bike more away from the sidecar.

Reinstall your gauges and re-check your
toe-in every time you make a change in lean-out.
Toe-in changes dramatically as the lean is al-
tered. This exercise is to get the bike handling
properly with your weight on it, no secrets in
this. Get the bike set with your weight only.

Now we are ready to add a passenger. If you
have accepted my advice to add a heavier side-
car, it is probable that the sidecar's wheel suspen-
sion will have to be upgraded to cycle type
spring-over-the-damper units. It is highly prob-
able that you are going to be able to tune the
handling of the outfit with alterations of air
pressure in the bike's rear suspension.

My motorcycle has an air pressure gauge on
the bars, to monitor the rear air pressure. I adjust
the suspension using a built-in air compressor
while going down the road; if the bike steers left,
I need more air pressure, if the bike steers right,
my air pressure is too high and I bleed down a
few pounds. For a 126 lb passenger riding as a
passenger and the sidecar empty, an additional 20
lbs of air will have the rig steering neutral.

The idea with carefully chosen suspension
front and rear is so the whole back end pivots
around the sidecar wheel, controlled by changing
the air pressure in the rear shocks. For the front
shocks, put air only in if the rig is going to be
more heavily loaded than normal. Measure from
under the front fork wiper up to a convenient
mark; load the rig, note the difference, add air to
compensate and bring the height to normal. Hope
this helps.

John R. Ewing

Letters
SIDECAR BRAKES NOT
REQUIRED IN TEXAS!

David Sweet, a Houston area sidecarist
recently brought to our attention that a sidecar
brake was mandatory for said vehicles in the
state of Texas. All wheels of a motorycle in
contact with the ground must be equipped with
an operable brake; no exceptions.

On contacting the Texas Department of
Public Safety, they advised removing the sidecar
before delivering the motorcycle to a state
inspection centre; for an inspection, otherwise
the rig would fail if it did not have a sidecar
brake. This is not a good solution.

Upon doing some investigations, and with
the assistance of a Captain Campbell in Houston
it was learned that the Vernon Law of Statue for
the state of Texas specifically exempts sidecars
from the necessity of having a brake on the
sidecar; it also was apparent that this information
was not widely known.

Campbell said he will bring up this matter
at a Department of Public Service meeting with a
request to make this information more widely
known. We at the Sidecarist would appreciate
knowing of other obscure laws on the books of
your state that would affect sidecars. Drop a line
to HAK.

Help Wanted
Chuck Hansett of 13238 Benchley Road,

San Diego, CA 92130 is looking for a sidecar for
a 1978 Harley-Davidson FLH. And - possibly
assistance to install,

Please contact Chuck at the above address.
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Letters
Mounting a Sidecar
Sir;

How can anyone who rides a motorcycle,
purchases a sidecar, and then proceed to mount said a
sidecar to a non-structural point on the motorcycle?
Such non-structural points include saddlebag brackets,
shock absorber mounting bolts and guard rails; these
are not suitable points for attachment of sidecar
brackets!

If a point on the frame cannot be found for direct
mounting to the frame such as on a BMW K & R
series machines, Yamaha Virago, Honda CX 500 &
650, or Kawasaki KZ1300, or similar then a special
subframe that bolts to the upper and lower frame
mounts is required. If sidecars are not properly
mounted to a motorcycle, they can be a hazard to both
the rider and the sidecar passengers as well as other
users of the road.

I would hate to have some bureaucrat from a
government office calling for an investigation commit-
tee and then banning sidecars altogether as a result of
mounting points such as crash bars or guard rails
failing in an accident!

To all sidecarist and potential sidecar purchasers, I
implore you to use common sense in mounting a
sidecar; this is more important than not notching a
sidecover to place a mount where it belongs,
sidecovers can be replaced, lives cannot.

During the mounting process, grade 8 and grade
5 of 1/2" and 3/8" diameters should be used in the
mounting hardware, not ungraded 5/16" and 1/4"
inexpensive bolts. Anyone who advise you that it is
OK to mount a sidecar to a crash bar or guard rail does
not have your best interest or the best interest of the
sport at heart.

Chuck Lehiman, Van Nuys, CA 19410

Yikes! This is an interesting comment on some of
the methods of mounting sidecars. Do any members
have documneted experience of such mountings and if
so would they please contact the editor in writing with
such.  When mounting any sidecar keep in mind that
all extra equipment such as fairings, saddlebags, trailer
hitches and their related hardware must be removed

prior to starting to mount a sidecar. These items can be
replaced after the chair has been properly mounted to
the frame of the motorcycle. B.L./H.A.K.

URGENT! HOT FLASH
California Sidecar Inc.

The Chapter 7 Bankruptcy from 1984 is due to be
heard in bankruptcy court Tuesday September 1, 1987.
This is the old  California Sidecar company, NOT the
current operation...The current operation is alive and
thriving!  Anybody who has made a deposit after July
1984, to the California Sidecar Inc and has not been
contacted by by the bankruptcy courts should contact
Mr. Erin Phelps at 714546-5000.

Although this will appear in print after the initial
hearing this Chapter 7 Bankruptcy will no doubt be still
continuing. Again note; this is not the current operation
of California Sidecar!

HOT FLASH! URGENT! HOT FLASH!
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GEORGE B TELLEVIK, Chief

STATE OF WASHINGTON

WASHINGTON STATE PATROL
General Administration Building, AX-12 •
Olympia, Washington 98504-0612 • (206) 753-
6540 • (SCAN) 234-6540
Dear Dr. Kendall:

On June 16, 1987, I answered an inquiry
from you regarding passengers riding in motor-
cycle sidecars. My answer, at that time, was
based on an informal opinion from a member of
the Washington State Attorney General's Office.

Since that time, members of the Washington
Attorney General's Office have had an opportu-
nity to review the sidecar question in more detail
and have revised their original opinion. As a
result, until the Washington State Legislature
clarifies the law with respect to sidecars, the
State Patrol will not take enforcement action on
sidecar passengers if:

1. Those under the age of 5 are wearing a child
restraint device that meets federal and state
requirements.

2. Those under the age of 18 are wearing either
an approved seat belt or an approved motor-
cycle helmet.

Please share this information with the
membership of your organization. If I may be of
further assistance, please contact my office.

Sincerely,

CHIEF GEORGE B. TELLEVIK

by: Lieutenant LaVere E. Klewin

Equipment and Standards Review Section
cc:: Deputy Chief R. A. Maltby, Chief of Staff

This is the RESULT of letters written to the
State of Washington regarding their law prohibit-
ing children under five from riding in a sidecar.

Letters - Infants in S/Cs in WA
Letter sent to Mr. Tellerick, Chairman of the

Commission on Equipment, Olympia, WA 98504

Upon receiving the latest issue of the Sidecarist I
read that the State of WA has banned children under the
age of five from riding in sidecars - regardless of
whether there is a child restraint system installed or not.

We have a 2-1/2 year old daughter who has been
riding in our sidecar since she was two weeks old in an
approved car seat, permanently mounted in the sidecar!

We have planned, since early January a four week
trip up the California coast, into Oregon and then into
the state of Washington. We HAD planned on spend-
ing considerable time in Olympia since it seemed to
have a lot to offer. We were very excited about our trip.
Now our excitment no longer since it is obvious we are
no longer welcome in WA on three wheels.

A child riding in a sidecar is not any different than
one riding in a small sports car, especially if said car
has a convertible top. A sidecar rig has three wheels, no
chance of falling over.

I am sorry to say that if we, the Kennedy family,
as a whole, cannot visit your state on three wheels, we
will not be there on any!

ccs: Governor of Washington State, American Motor-
cycle Association, United Sidecar Association, Inc.

Regretfully, Doug, Pam and Shauna Kennedy, Phoe-
nix, AZ 85027

This issue is important.  Our members are aware
of this legislation and we want them to write to the
addresses shown below to express their concern about
this law. Members in WA to express their feelings.

1.Representative Ruth Fisher, 1922 North Pros-
pect, #9, Tacoma, WA 98406

2. Representative George Walker Chairman, House
Transport Committee, 11607 98th Avenue East,
Puyallup, WA 98373

3.Senator Lorain Wojalin, 407A Legislative Building,
Olympia, WA 98804

4.Senator Lowell Peterson, Room 403, Legislative
Building, Olympia, WA 98504
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RIP, Sidecar Willie

William Franklin Fritsch
"Sidecar Willie"

By Dave Ocheltree, P.O. Box 241, Grapeville, PA 15634
On Sunday morning, July 19, 1987, while returning home

from the GWRRA West Virginia Rally held at Canaan Valley
Resort, Davis, West Virginia, William Franklin Fritsch -AKA -
"Sidecar Willie" died in an accident. He was traveling with his
constant companion, Joella Borsz - AKA - "Lady J" who was on a
separate sidecar outfit. She related to me that Sidecar Willie said,
just before the accident, "The road's getting very rough so let's
slow down."

Shortly afterward she saw the wheel came off the sidecar and
the bike went off the road onto the berm causing a big cloud of
dust. His companions stopped immediately for they could not see
through the dust cloud. It was assumed the shock mount caught in
the loose berm dirt and flipped the sidecar and bike into some
trees and over an embankment, The bike and homemade sidecar
was totalled while Sidecar Willie was critically and mortally
injured,

The funeral service was held at the Buch Funeral Home,
Maneheim, PA. In lieu of flowers, donations should be sent to the
local midget football team which Sidecar Willie was deeply
involved with. They had a motorcycle funeral procession, with
"Lady J" on her Wing and sidecar leading the numerous bikes and
other vehicles to the cemetary.

William Franklin Fritsch, age sixty-five, hobbies motorcy-
cling and camping, had travelled extensively throughout the U,S,
and Canada since his retirement from the Mt. Joy Vo-Tech, in
1983, where he had taught auto mechanics,

William leaves four sons and a daughter, sixteen grand
children and four great grand children. He was a Scout Master for
ten years, He sponsored and coached midget football in Manheim
and Lancaster, PA, for twenty-five years. He has ridden motor-
cycles since 1940 and raced Indian motorcycles professionally
from 1949 to 1952. He even raced in Daytona Beach, FL.

Retirement did not slow this man down. Besides helping his
son build a log home from the ground up, he had ridden over
76,000 miles on his sidecars.

MAY YOU REST IN PEACE.
WE'LL MISS YOU, SIDECAR WILLIE.
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Sidecar Wheels and Home
Made Rigs
Hal Kendall

A properly engineered axle must be in-
stalled on any sidecar rig, Tremendous forces are
placed on the sidecar axle, especially on sharp
left handers. Sidecar manufacturers, from experi-
ence, have found what works for them and what
has not worked. From first-hand experience, I
have lost three sidecar wheels, all on home made
rigs.

In the first case I had obtained a home made
rig from a dealer in Pittsburgh. The axle was
welded to the frame and it snapped off next to
the weld, The axle "looked" solid enough and the
break was clean. I had it re-welded. It snapped
again, this time next to the new weld, Now I cut
off the old stub and turned down a new axle
leaving a large welding stub and made sure there
were no sharp corners to concentrate the stress, It
never broke again.

In the last case I built up a complete rig
from the wheel up. The axle was mounted in a
massive rubber bush, Unfortunately, the outer
case of the bush had to be welded and this
weakened the integrity of the bush. It failed. The
solution in this case was to construct an outboard
support and hang the wheel in a V support, The
wheel chosen was a Honda 305 front wheel with
brake. It never gave any problems.

In Sidecar Willie's case, he noticed some-
thing was wrong but may not have checked out
exactly what was wrong, True, the road was
rough, with many potholes but the very “rough”
section may have been the sidecar wheel trying
to tell him something. Perhaps not. Always be
tuned in to your vehicle and stop and investigate
any suspected change in handling. In my inci-
dents my wheels came off always on solid
pavement and the frame did not dig in. Willy was
not so fortunate. Always check out your rig,
especially if it is a home made rig.

News
RENNSPORT RACING NEWS

Geoff McCarthy, of Ojai, CA riding the Lectron
carburetted Rennsport/ Shoei/Kal-Gard/Metzeler
sponsored Ducati 750 won the prestigious La Carrera
Mexican roadrace on Apr 11, 1987. The 19 year old
McCarthy finished the 120 mile race run on the
Mexican Federal Highway between Ensenda and San
Felipe; in three years of La Carrera competition.

McCarthy had been continually frustrated with
equipment failures. With Lectron/Rennsport techni-
cian, C.B. Rice was able to assist with pit duties.
McCarthy was forced to jet the bike himself on the side
of the road in practice. The 5'6" 120 lb. McCarthy said
he had 16/35 gearing on the Ducati and was pushing
9500 rpm with an estimated top speed in excess of
150mph. This international event has gained consider-
able notoriety, with entrants from as far away as Chile
and Germany, this year drawing over 150 racers on
both motorcycles and cars.

McCarthy finished 5th overall behind a 1965
Corvette, an AC Cobra, an RS Porsche and a Ferrari
GTO, 4.2 mph down on the Corvette. One week later,
McCarthy repeated a near carbon copy on the Mexican
race by winning the 750cc "Battle of The Twins" at
southern California's Willow Springs International
Raceway. Throughout the Saturday practice high winds
and desert sand nearly obscured portions of the track; it
was felt that any lingering engine break-in problems
would be solved as the Ducati's rings were lapped in
with desert dust ingested thru the unfiltered Lectron
carburetors. The results proved such feelings were
correct.

The camp is located 20 miles from Boone NC
and 8 miles off of the infamous Blue Ridge Parkway.
Thompson has created day-trip guides for the area;
having logged over 300,000 miles on BMW motor-
cycles and most of them in the Carolinas, he is well-
qualified to speak of the unspoiled backroads surround-
ing the camp.

For 1987, prices are $6 per camp site, $2 per
extra person, and $2.50 for breakfast. For more infor-
mation, contact Tom Thompson.  919-973-7522, or
write High Country Cycle Camp, Route 1, Box 216,
Ferguson, NC 28264.
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Travel
Best Laid Plans Turn to S...

It started out as a simple enough idea. "Let
us take a trip to Europe, on our bike." Yes, that's
what we'll do! What a great idea!

So, well in advance of the big day; like over
a year in advance, my "planning machine" went
into motion. I figured if I wanted to go in the
summer of 1987, then I'd have to start planning
around July 1986, which I did.

Did lots of homework by contacting almost
every "tour package" organization group pos-
sible. Some of the deals looked pretty good. But
my needs were not met by any of them. I wanted
to fly my 1981 Honda Interstate and Motorvation
Formula II Sidecar overseas and "do my own
thing." I'm creative enough to get lost by myself
and Debbie and I have been on these "cattle" tour
deals before. Forget it. Not interested.

Even given these particular needs, some of
the tour organizations were willing to let me
travel with them to get there and link up with
them at the returning airport to get back. I started
to look at alternatives, like maybe work with the
airline directly.

In order for me to have clout with a large
Italian airline I broke down in March and joined
the AAA. They have a world travel department to
help make the contacts and organize the entire
trip. Of course when I walked into their office in
Escondido they were confused because they had
never tried to make travel arrangements for a
client who wanted to fly his own motorcycle and
sidecar, with him, on the same flight. I had
ingeniously purchased a copy of “How To Tour
Europe On Your Motorcycle” early in 1987, and
armed with this book and the AAA I figured I
just couldn't lose.  Yea!

The only way suggested by the AAA to get
my rig overseas was a 747 passenger plane to
Germany. I suggested the same way but with the
Italians. The initial contact was great...the con-
versation went something like this " Ah - sure!
We fly you rig over to Milano froma LA; and
backa from Roma to LA; no sweat; abouta $2800

for the bikea and sidecara, and abouta a granda a
seata; we worka out the details as we go. Anoa
crating, we justa rolla the bike on after youa
drain de gas and disconnect de battery. Letsa see,
its a March; you wanda go in July, how about
July 22nd (I said sure); and you come backa
when? (I said first or second week of September)
Sure! No problem. A calla back in April. Cia."

Right then I should have known what was
to happen. You see; me trying to plan far in
advance to get to the airline stuff/tickets in, just
like the book said was "too far" in advance for
the Italians. So for the next thirty days I at-
tempted to look after all the other stuff such as
maps, international driving permits, passports,
visa -- for France, power converters for various
items, liability insurance (known as a green card
over there), travel clothes, and a visit to Customs
to register the cameras, the bike and so on.

April arrived. A call to the airline via AAA
confirmed, that the fun was just starting. Flight
#617 for July 22 and Flight #616 for September
8. Seats were confirmed but cargo space could
not be confirmed until 30 days before we left.

Oh, and another thing #2800 to $3200 to fly
the bike over. Interesting, I'd been hit with a $400
increase on the freight with no increase on the
exchange and the seat prices were still the same.
Was I being "set up?"

Time marched on, slowly, even got my
mother to come over to look after the children
during the vacation. June 22nd arrived, AAA
called the airline and was told to advise me to
have the machine at the airport by midnight the
day before the flight for crating and to have a
"restricted article form" ready and correctly
completed. The "set up had arrived!" I called the
airline. They told me it was for my own protec-
tion, it would cost only (where have I heard that
before?) $400.

If I paid for the crate to be trucked from
Rome to Milan, then I would not have to pay for
two crates. I tried to explain that in the past this
certain Italian airline had shipped bikes overseas
before without a crate and on a pallet and with-
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out problems, why the change? "Youa gotta
sidecar." So what is the difference between two
bikes on a pallet and a bike and a sidecar on the
same pallet? They both get tied down the same
way and they both get lifted onto the plane with a
fork lift truck, so what is the difference?

The airline agreed, but said "youa need
restricted article form or noa get on plane." He
could not give me a form; I spent the next four
hours on the phone trying to said form; finally
locating somebody who at least knew what I was
talking about at Flying Tigers. Said form was
known more formally as "shippers declaration of
dangerous goods." In this case the gasoline in the
tank (drained with the fumes remaining) and the
lead acid battery. Flying Tigers didn't have any
forms but an air-cargo firm did and sent me
blank forms as well as a sample filled out with
the correct legal jargon. I filled mine out, and
sent it to the airline for clearance. As I write this,
I am still awaiting clearance from the airline
based on the form.

On July 1, the airline called advising no
room on the July 22nd flight (overbooked), but I
could get on the July 23 flight ...at the rate of
$1960, one way...this whole mess could end up
costing me $6000 plus in tickets alone. A new
Harley costs not that much more!

It seems the weight had been calculated in
kilograms and the airline used 1000 kilograms
instead of 1000 pounds. With all of the other
possibilities booked I was between a rock and a
hard place. I may have to revert to plan B which
is go to the Canadian rally, and still have money
left over to buy a new Harley.

Jack Fassel,

alias Sidehack Jack, San Diego, CA 92129

Note: Jack left LAX on July 26 with side-
car. Hope you have a good trip, we want an
article out of you, now that you have teased us
this far.

Travel
NEWS FROM EUROPE

Both Richard Lilly (Austria) and Martin
Franitza (West Germany) welcomed Stroker
Burnett as editor. (we regret losing Joe as
editor but riding and other activities come
first. Joe has offered to assist where he can,
as long as he is not riding and if it is not
raining.) Martin, who writes sidecar outfit
road test for German motorcycle magazines,
has offered to keep us informed of his
professional articles, while Richard has
offered to translate articles about sidecars
written in German into English for the
Sidecarist. In answer to Richard's query, no;
Joe no longer has his Indian Scout.

20,000 sidecarists in Germany
Martin reports there are more sidecar

manufacturers in Germany now than in the
golden fifties when sidecaring made a
strong comeback. Pity we don't see more of
those units here. Perhaps the cost is one
factor. And, motorcycle magazines have
many articles about sidecaring to appease
the needs of the 20,000 plus sidecarists in
Germany.

Martin Franitza’s 3rd Sidecar Book on H-Ds
Martin is now working on his third

sidecar volume, this time about sidecars for
scooters. His next will be devoted to a
history of sidecars for Harley-Davidson,
who you may recall, at first, had sidecars
fabricated to their specifications outside
their factory. If anyone has any history on
sidecars for scooters or about sidecars for
Harley-Davidson, why not drop Martin a
line? He still has copies of his first and
second pictorial sidecar volumes available
at $11.00 U.S. funds per copy. Contact:
Martin Franitza, Brunnsteinstrasse 3, 8058
Erding, West Germany.
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Rally
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Humor & the Hot Line
USES FOR 15" TUBES
Hal Kendall

The use of the 15" wheels for sidecar use
has been extolled in many of the recent motor-
cycle and sidecar publications. But one use has
not been published. The typical 135 SR 15 tire is
a tube type tire, like many of the 18" motorcycle
tires and the 10" sidecar tire. Because of the
general unavailability of tires and tubes in your
peculiar sizes (they are not normally carried at
your local Mobil or Conoco service station, it
makes good sense to carry an additional spare (or
two) where it is readily available on hand when
needed.

Both tires and tubes should be in an air
conditioned area (not in your attic), kept away
from ultra violet rays (sunshine) and not subject
to extreme heat or cold. But, what other uses can
you make of those spare tires and tubes? Well,
the tires can be used around planters but if the
tree grows too fast you may either have to cut the
tree down, dig it up, or cut the tire in half. Not
really a good idea. But, the tube is different.

The 10" tube is too small to use as a body
float in the swimming pool, It will just barely go
over your head, let alone your body, The 18" tube
is too large. With an internal circumference of
over 56" it is more suitable for people like Fats
Domino, But the 15" tube is a far different
proposition. It is ideal for a body float, fitting
snugly around the chest and under the upper
arms. It provides just enough positive bouyancy
so one feels totally safe. A favorite beer can be
rested on the tube just in front of the mouth,
reducing the distance from the top of the can to
the mouth to a comfortable 1 or 2 inches. A spare
six pack can be comfortably trailed behind the
tube by a simple soft attachment, thus providing
many hours of enjoyment in your favorite pool.

I am sure, if one puts one's mind to it, that
many other uses can be found for the 15" tire and
tube combination, but this is the most satisfying
use I have found to date.

Hal Kendall, Enjoy

HOT LINE
Velorex Sidecar Brake Cable Actuating
Mechanism

Velorex supplies a brake cable with their
sidecar units but no hardware to hook the cable
to the rear brake of the motorcycle. Not surpris-
ing. With hundreds of models of motorcycles
their unit could be attached to, all requiring a
DIFFERENT hook-up, which should they stock?
Jawa sells sidecars, not motorcycles. It is not
within their expertise to design brake mounting
hardware for every motorcycle. It is a custom
fitting.

Kony Engelhardt of Port Richey, FL called
HAK for help on the hot line. I contacted the
Velorex dealer in Houston, Land's Cycles. They
were familiar with that Velorex model, the cable
and the motorcycle in question and could fabri-
cate the attachment at a modest cost.

I advised Kony to contact Lands. He did by
letter in March.

Kony wrote to me in May to advise he had
no word from Lands.

I called Lands. They confirmed receipt of
the letter and apologized for not replying. They
thought Kony knew he would have to SEND the
cable so the attachment end could be made and
were waiting for the cable.

I advised Kony to send the cable. So far so
good.

As usual, a problem of communications.

Hence the hot line back-up. Trust we can
get Kony fixed up before the rally,

Dealers, please follow through. We are a
patient lot but there is a limit to our patience,
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SC Scene

Old time Sidecar Scene Courtesy of American Motorcyclist Association.
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ONGOING TIRE DEBATE
Hal Kendall

Metzler took a big chance when they gave
me (per my request) a Metzler Block K 400 x 18
sidecar tire for testing and evaluation. I warned
Metzler I could find the one guy capable of
wearing their tire down to a frazzle in the short-
est time possible. Surprisingly, they agreed. The
selected tester was John Baber of Canyon Coun-
try, CA, who has a stable of rigs including a V-
Max and a Honda CX500 with a Bingham Mk II.
John really burns tires on the canyon roads but
normally putters along the freeways in the 55-
65mph range.(Ha-Ha!). John can be called
somewhat of a tire expert. If you want a motor-
cycle tire tested, send it to John Baber. He finally
got tired of wearing out rear tires on his V-Max
so he now has a 165 SR15 automobile tire fitted
and it appears to be satisfactory.

Back to the Metzler. In John's humble
opinion, the Metzler Block K appeared to be a
fair to good performer. Traction could be broken
easily, especially with the line front end and short
trail of the test rig. Most braking was done with
the front tire so the Metzler Class A speedway
tire lasted 5000 miles. The block K on the rear
was slick also with 5,000 miles. To give some
comparison, a Dunlop Touring Elite as fitted to
his GL1000 with a Motorvation sidecar ran a full
8000 miles even though the Elite has a rounded
profile.

The Metzler, as in our test, looks great as a
sidecar tire and would probably go a longer
distance for an enthusiast with a less adventure-
some throttle grip. In an overall rating under
arduous conditions, it ranked fair to good, not
excellent. Baber can skin a tire in 3000 miles if
he really pushes it.

Metzlers are available through your local
tire dealer but be prepared to wait. They have the
authentic appearance and were designed ex-
pressly for a classic European sidecar rig such as
the post second world war BMW's not for the
high-powered (by comparison) CX500 they were
tested upon.

Tires
If asked, Metzler would have recommended

their ME88 Marathon tire for the Honda CX500
in a 120/90 size. It has a high load rating, is
belted and has a deep tread. It is also suggested
for sidecar operation. Other brands may void
your warranty if you fit a sidecar or pull a trailer.

For more information on this topic of
Metzler tires we would suggest you contact Mr.
Gary Gallagher at 206-348-4000.

OTHER 15” TIRE SOURCES
Original equipment on Citroen 2CV auto-

mobiles are 125 SR 15 and 135 SR 15 tires,
usually Michelin. The current 2CV engine is
unable to satisfy the stringent emission controls
of the Environmental Protective Association
(EPA), hence the vehicle is now not imported
into the U.S. and have not been imported for
many years.

A French entrepreneur, Michel Fournet is
rebuilding cars on pre-1968 chassis; cars built
prior to this date do not have to satisfy the EPA
requirements, or NHTSA safety regulations. For
those of you unfamiliar with the 2CV, it was
described when introduced in 1937 as something
that may have been constructed out of odd pieces
of sheet metal. The car has endured many scorns
since then, however is still around and available
on the Continent.

Importing these cars. into the USA is Dan
Moran of Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The cars
retail for $7500; Moran supplies bits and pieces
for the 2CV cars as well.

His tires are imported in small quantities
direct from France so the tire sells for $57.40.
Moran will send tires via United Parcel on a
COD basis. Interested parties may contact: Dan
Moran Distributors, 1500 Government Street,
Baton Rouge, LA 70802

or call: 504-381-9637.
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Tires...
AUTO TIRES - WARNING
Hal Kendall

Since my article on why the larger almobile
tires exploded when fitted to motorcycle rims
(Sidecarist April/May 1987), I have been advised
by several tire manufacturers that my article was
wrong, erroneous and misleading. In response, I
asked all of my critics to tell me EXACTLY
what was wrong or misleading - and to date,
none a single one has responded. The facts:

- motorcycle rims may have a locking ridge to
prevent the tire from coming loose if it de-
flates while driving.

- motorcycle rims may also be plain and not
have this locking ridge.

- automobile rims are generally plain without
this internal locking ridge.

- the 15” motorcycle rim has a slightly  larger
rim O.D.(outside diameter). For example the
15" motorcycle rim may in fact be 15.080";
Carlisle Tire advises that this holds true
regardless if the rim is equipped with or
without locking rims. Incidentally of all the
tire manufactueres, only Carlisle tire pointed
out this fact and replied to my letter!

- we find out that the reason for the oversize and
the locking rim was a deal between the Los
Angeles Police Department and Honda that
the LAPD would not accept delivery of their
Gold Wings unless the Gold Wings cold be
driven at 55 mph with the tires deflated and
the tires still stay on their rims.

- as Honda and as California go then so go the
rest of the world.

- automobile rims may have a slighty  undersize
rim O.D. and in fact are 14.968".

- some 15" automobile tires in sizes from 125
through 165 have been fitted to motorcycle
rims with apparent success.

- it has been reliably reported that one 145SR15
and two 165SR15 automobile tires have
exploded when fitted to motorcycle rims.

- no individual has reported an explosion when
any 125SR15 or 135SR15 has been fitted to a
motorcycle rim. In the interest of safety, please
report any fitting explosions in these sizes to
the USCA, attention H.A.Kendall.

- all tire companies and the Tire & Rim Manu-
facturers Association warn never to fit any
motorcycle tire to an automobile rim nor to fit
an automobile tire to a motorcycle rim.

For the record, the U.S.C.A. strongly warns
and discourages mismatching of auto tires to
motorcycle rims, unless said motorcycle rims are
designed to accommodate an automobile tire).
Tire fitment is hazardous and should only be
done by a professional shop using the proper
equipment.

TIRE UPDATE FROM
F.O.S.C. (U.K.)

Trevor Quick and Peter Hancock of the
Federation of Sidecar Clubs of the United King-
dom reports that they do NOT have the problem
of exploding tires as we reported in the "Sidecar-
ist." The larger tires are not used, only 125SR15
or 135SR15, and then only when mated to the
appropriate automobile rim.

The last week of May 1987, HAK checked
135SR15 tire sources.

Michelin was out of stock as was Super
Shops. Globe tires of Los Angeles had a small
supply available at $30.00 each; Michelin had
several thousand on the water coming this way.
Such tires are used on Volkswagens, Citroens,
early 1970's Japanese automobiles and some
dragsters. The point is, these small tires are
available. Unless your rear wheel is specifically
designed to accept a wide automobile tire then
"do not fit those big fat automobile tires to
motorcycle rims" is the advice from all tire
manufacturers. Nuff Said!

Hal Kendall
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Books & Cards
WATSONIAN REPRINT

A limited quantity of the 16 page Watsonian
Sidecar Catalogue for 1922 is soon to be available
from the USCA Book Shop. This publication is a must
for historians or Watsonian enthusiasts! The editor
reviewed the publication, this booklet perhaps
epotimizes the era in which these modes of family
transport were introduced, an era in which Britian, was
adapting to many post-war changes. Martin Franitza
has reproduced the booklet to coincide with
Watsonian's 75th Anniversary in 1987. The Watsonian
Taxi sold for 77 pounds 5 shillings while their Feather-
weight was 17 pounds, 10 shillings in 1922! We have a
very limited quantity. To get your order early send
$5.00 donation to The Bookshop, USCA, Inc., P.O.
Box 1353, Homewood, IL 60430 - specify it is for the
Watsonian reprint.

YOUR PHOTO FOR A
SIDECAR BOOKLET

Martin Franitza is creating two new booklets in
his on-going series on "Sidecars and Combos." The
next booklet (Volume IV) will include classic 4
cylinder machines such as the Indian and the next
booklet (Volume V) will be devoted to Harley-David-
son. If you have a sharp black and white photo with
good contrast showing a motorcycle combination and
would like to have it considered for publication, please
send it to Hal Kendall care of the Homewood, Illinois
address. Identify any historical notes and say it is for the
"Franitza" series If used, Martin will send you a
complimentary booklet for your efforts.

CHRISTMAS CARDS 1987
ZIE Cards offers USCA members an opportunity

to stock up on Christmas cards. The first card depicts a
pre-war H-D sidecar outfit on a snow scene. The
second card features a post-war solo in a rural moun-
tain setting, both in full colour. Cost varies from $11.00
to $15.00 per box of 12,  Custom expressions can be
included on the second card at slight additional cost
and payment can be made by VISA or Mastercard. Mr.
Ken MacKenzie, ZIE CARDS, 211 Edgemont Drive,
Winnipeg, MB R2J 3H66, Canada.

SIDECARS AND COMBOS
You may now order Volumes I, II, or III in

the "Sidecar and Combos" series from Martin
Franitza of West Germany. Each attractive
booklet is full of sidecar history. Volume I covers
most sidecars from A to Z.

Volume II is a potpourri of World Sidecars.
Volume III covers scooters. Send $10.00 U.S.
funds (Plus $1.00 for air shipment) in U.S. funds
to:

Martin Franitza,

Brunnsteinstrasse 3,

8058 Erding,

Federal Republic of Germany.

Helmet Laws Revisited
A spate of mandatory helmet laws are upon us

again, which will impact your lifestyle. Will your DOT
helmet fit your 6 month old? The opposition is bring-
ing up the tired cliche that the cost of treating injured
motorcyclists is a major social burden - BULL. Their
own statistics show that more than 99.9 percent of all
medical costs are for other than treating motorcyclists,
regardless of who pays the bill.

The opposition also brings in that showman Evel
Eneivel who has broken almost every bone in his body
many times over. Perhaps the message is, if Evel had
worn total body armour he may not have broken so
many bones. Or, if you want to fly a rocket over a
canyon it may be a good thing to wear a helmet. Not
sure what else his message is.

Nonetheless, your work is cut out. If you want to
continue to carry your children with you in your
sidecar, RUN to your nearest Senator or Representative
or Assemblyman and plead your case for an exclusion
before it is too late - but wear your helmet
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USCA - SP
U.S.C.A. SAFETY
PROGRAM
by Ed Johnson, South Holland, IL.

The United Sidecar Association now has its
own sanctioning body for motorcycle sidecar
safety instruction. Administrator for the program
is Hal Kendall, the National Coordinator is Ed
Johnson. Hal is credited with starting the first
training seminar of this type in the United States
at Northeastern Illinois University at Chicago
Illinois in 1978. Ed continued these seminars
from 1978 to 1986, with the curriculum derived
from publications written by Hal Kendall. These
sessions consisted of one day events combining
classroom and hands-on sessions held twice each
year; attracting students from Illinois, Iowa and
Wisconsin. Later, many of these students went on
to purchase their own outfits.

The courses are no longer offered at the
University since the University is no longer a
Motorcycle Safety Foundation (MSF) training
site. U.S.C.A. courses along with motorcycle
maintenance, dirt riding, touring and camping
were site offerings funded by the university, not
the MSF. Initial attempts to interest the Northern
Illinois University at Dekalb, Illinois were
rebuffed by their request that we (the U.S.C.A.)
purchase one million dollars minimum liability
insurance policy.

Numerous requests by Hal Kendall to the
MSF at Costa Mesa California to include sidecar
safety courses in their course program were
ignored. Hal Kendall had originally written the
Sidecar Operator's Manual to provide the MSF a
basis for writing their own sidecaring program. It
is possible the lack of interest by the MSF is a
direct result of their monetary backing which
includes Honda, Yamaha, Kawasaki, Suzuki and
BMW none of which manufacture sidecars nor
do they even recommend the use of sidecars in
conjunction with their motorcycles.

With the on-going negative attitudes of the
industry it was felt that the U.S.C.A. should
create our own courses nationwide to promote

safe sidecaring. To assist in the promotion of this
endeavor the U.S.C.A. executive committee
promoted three highly qualified sidecar instruc-
tors all of whom have taught at the Northeastern
Illinois sidecar courses. In the spring of 1987
Tim Colburn of Park Forest, Joe Rybacek of
Woodstock and Dr. Mitch Goldflies of
Lincolnwood, all residents of the state of Illinois
were elevated to the rank of Chief Sidecar
Instructor. Congratulations!

On May 30, 1987 at Momemce, Illinois, Dr.
Mitch Goldflies assisted by Ed Johnson pre-
sented graduation certificates in the newly
formed U.S.C.A. Sidecar Safety Program to the
following:

Rod Dabe, Country Club Hills, IL.,
Bob Farris, Elkhorn, WI.,
Jim & Brenda Kerr, Fowler, OH.,
Fred Caparelli, Chicago, IL.,
John Clybourne, Sauk Village, IL.,
Fred Hunteman, Moorsville, IN.,
Phil Bickwermert, Plainfield, IN.,
Jim Machniak, Oak Lawn, Il.,
Tom Preble, Buncombe, IL.,
Jim Toler, Chicago, IL.,
John Fell, Niles, IL.,
John Dolson, Louisville, KY.,
Chuck Foust, Hartland, MI.

The last, Chuck Foust is the manufacturer
of the Ride by Sidecar sidecar. Experienced, as
well as beginning sidecarists were included in
the roster.

The first sidecar instructors school will be
held on Saturday, October 3, 1987 on the campus
of McHenry County College, Route 14 and
Lucas Road, Crystal Lake, Illinois and will be
officated by the three Chief Sidecar Instructors
from 09:00 hours to 18:00 hours.

The ideal sidecar instructor candidate is a
MSF instructor who is also a seasoned sidecarist.
At this writing, the following individuals have
been accepted for the school:
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One chief MSF instructor and three MSF
instructors sent by the Wisconsin Department of
Transportation, Ed Johnson, currently a MSF
instructor and National Coordinator of the USCA
Sidecar Safety Program, Terry Strassenburg, a
co-founder of the USCA, Pat O'Brien, Jim
Dodson, editor of Hack d magazine from Port-
land Oregon, Bob Gilbert Jr., from Florida and
an unnamed safety instructor from the State of
Virginia. The Sidecarist will keep you posted as
to the results of this course.

The Northern Illinois University Motorcycle
Safety Project (NIU-MSP) recently announced
their support of the United Sidecar Association
safety classes thus ending the year long lack of
support from a major training institution.

NIUMSP has for years offered training
classes for both experienced and novice motorcy-
clists, motorcycle trail riders and all-terrain-
vehicle riders. Project director Rick Kieltyka said
"none of our motorcycling instructors had much
experience with sidecars, so we never tried to
offer classes. Now we have experts we can call
on."

Course offerings will initially include
presentations for motorcyclists interested in
learning to operate a sidecar and instructor
certification training for enthusiasts interested in
teaching new riders how to safely operate a
sidecar. More information is available from the

Motorcycle Safety Project, College of
Continuing Education, Northern Illinois Univer-
sity, DeKalb, Illinois 60115-2860 or

telephone (815)753-1683.

during normal business hours.

USCA - SP / Tribal
THE ANNUAL MEETING
OF "THE TRIBES"
Reprinted with permission of the U.M.I. June
1987 A. Burwell, editor.

Yes indeed, the "tribes" did gather at the
Fifth Annual Illinois Pow-wow sponsored by the
United Sidecar Association. The peace pipes as
smoked at Lake Alexander Campground east of
Momence, Illinois was organized by Brave Ed
Johnson and Squaw Marilyn who allowed the
visitors to pitch their teepees under the trees
beside their iron horses..

Some insisted on staying in their hogans
that had iron horses built-in. On Friday night,
meat was roasted over a fire; Saturday morning
there was a training of braves and squaws in the
art of managing an iron horse with travois. Later
there were games and discussions about iron
horses and the wearability of the shoes of said
horses. In the evening, the group mounted their
iron horses for a nearby hogan (Redwood Inn) &
stuffed their stomachs. Afterwards a ceremonial
fire was lit however most members preferred to
talk and visit, and to discuss various types of
travois. By late evening most tribes had retired to
their teepees to sleep soundly while the mosqui-
toes played music outside. On Sunday morning
there were worship services, a breakfast ride and
the tribes dispersed, happy.

HELMET SUN GLASSES
by LOBO

This new design, of non-distortion tear
resistant material, carried in your shirt pocket
will prolong the life of your regular expensive
clear shield.

It will assist in your driving by reducing the
glare of heat waves and as well is easily removed
or replaced as required.

Price is $4.95 from LoBo Products, 29119
Hook Road, Dept.726, Cedar Glen, CA 92321
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Guidelines
FOR SUBMISSIONS OF
ARTICLES
The Magazine For Sidecar Enthusiasts

EDITORIAL Contributions are
invited relating to motorcycles with
sidecars attached, old or new. Articles
may be on any of a variety of topics
including historical accounts, techni-
cal, personality profiles, tours, ral-
lies, shows and races of major sig-
nificance, industry news, etc.

All articles pertaining to a par-
ticular model or marque should be
extremely well researched, compiled,
and composed in such a way as to not
sound like something that has been
said many times in the past. A well-
detailed story, full of supporting facts
and figures makes for a better article
than shallow rambling prose.

ARTICLES may run from a few
lines to ten pages, typed double-
spaced on 8-1/2" x 11" paper (A4
size). No payment is possible at this
time, however a complimentary one
year membership is possible for sub-
stantial contributions.

PHOTOGRAPHS must be sharp,
properly composed and uncluttered.
Black and white glossies (3-1/2" x 5"
or 5"x7" or 8"x10") reproduce best.
Colour prints, colour slides/transpar-
encies, "instant" photos be they co-
lour or black & white, newspaper
clippings or similar will not be pub-
lished, nor will fuzzy, or dark photos.
The decision of the editor on the
suitability of photographs for repro-
duction is final. The Sidecarist is
unable to reproduce colour at this
time. Place a typed or neatly printed
self-adhesive sticker on the back of
the photo and ensure the description
of the subject is complete. Include the

date the photograph was taken and
the name of the photographer if pos-
sible.

NEWS submissions should be
brief, to the point and current. If
photos accompany the news item,
please ensure that The Sidecarist has
reproduction rights, otherwise rules
as above.

DEADLINES: for all submissions
is two months prior to the cover date
of the issue. This is important par-
ticularly for dated events such as
rallies or club runs. The publication
is mailed during the week preceeding
the cover date of the issue.

ALL SUBMISSIONS must be
accompanied by a return address or
your article will not be returned.
Identify each page or photograph
submitted with your name, address
and a telephone number where you
may be contacted during the day and
in the evening. The editor & pub-
lisher assume no responsibility for
material submitted; we reserve the
right to edit for clarity and space.

Send all material to: The Editor
of The Sidecarist, P.O. Box 1353,
Homewood, IL 60430-0353 U.S.A.
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BMF - UK
British Motorcycle Federation
(B.M.F.) 1987 Rally
by Julian Dellar, Broxbourne, Herts, England.

I always get excited when I join the
Al north on the Sunday of the BMF
Rally; it is one of the rare occasions
when motorcycles outnumber vehicles
on the road! The mecca for the riders is
the largest bike rally in Europe located
at the East of England Showground at
Peterborough. This year over 20,000
people attended the event. The Saturday
events are for BMF members only;
Sunday is for everyone. This year, as in
past years it rained!. The organizers put
a lot of effort into setting up for the
annual event which caters to so many
aspects of motorcycling. Events are held
in the central arena which includes a
demostration of vintage speedway. Ma-
chines as old as a 1928 B.S.A. were
given a chance to show their paces.

A "Wheelie Competition" sponsored
by Dunlopad the brake people gave the
extroverts a chance to show off. All but
one of the bikes were off-road machines,
but the star was the lad with his
Yamaha. He never managed one
wheelie, but did receive the biggest
cheer of the day for his determination.
The off-road machines had an easier
time; I enjoyed watching a demonstra-
tion of their skills. The local
Peterborough motorcycle club set up an
Arena Trail where international riders
showed their skills over some very
difficult obstacles, made worse by the
continual rain. The major motorcycle
manufacturers exhibited their latest
models; for bargain hunters the sales
area was an Aladdins cave. Many people
purchased new helmets, while we got a
new tent on special offer. If the tent can
stand up to BMF rally weather, and stay
dry inside it can't be all bad!

The British Army showed several
different units to encourage youngsters
to consider a service career. Their public
relations were excellent. Also there was
a sprint demonstration for the racing
fans with bikes ranging from 1912 to the
present. Other races include -gag" rac-
ing utilizing 50cc four stroke replica
Grand Prix style racing bikes. There was
also a Concours D'Elegance and a Miss
Federation beauty contest.

For the sidecar riders there were
stands by the Federation of Sidecars, the
London Sidecar Club and the South
Yorkshire Club. Lots of outfits were at
the rally and the manufacturers were
there in force. Unit Sidecars of Sible
Hedingham in Essex showed a new
wider version (the XL) of their standard
Hedingham chair. Squire displayed the
Austel outfit, an excellent combination
with Leyland 1300 Metro engine and
gear box. It's an expensive machine.

I like the BMF rally. There was a
good atmosphere with all types of
motorcylists mixing; it was fun and I
renewed old acquaintances.
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Don Sweet
Sidecars

Charlie Ballou of
Wilmington, MA, has
positively identified Pat
Wagar's sidecar (see Page
12, Feb-Mar '87 "Sidecar-
ist') as being built by Don
Sweet of Salem, N.H., a
talented fiberglass special-
ist. The Sweet chairs were
made from the early to
mid-seventies.

Les Leach of Thou-
sand Oaks, CA, offered
more input, having visited
Sweet's factory. Les
reminded us of an article
on Page 13 to 16 of the
"Sidecarist," July-Aug
1984 where Lynn Nathan's
hubby describes it as a
cross between a midget
racer and a speed boat.

The body was in fact designed to resemble a midget racer.  The
fiberglass was hand laid and heavy. Trailer parts provided suspension.
It was too much chair for a Honda CB400. Nonetheless, Lynn (of
racing fame) drove it extensively around America. Lynn later became
MSF's Education Manager. From all accounts it was a "Sweet" rig!

Looking Back
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Chapters
20404 S.W. Rosa Rd. Aloha, OR 97007 503-

642-5728, August 17, 1987

TO: All concerned with sidecaring:

From: New National Chapter Director:

Subject: Introduction:
As most of you know by now, there has

been a monumental upheaval in the UNITED
SIDECAR ASSOCIATION, INC.

Well, fortunately or unfortunately, (it de-
pends on your point of view); you now have a
New, and I do mean New National Chapter
Director, and I are it). I would like to take this
time to give you some of my background.

I went from a used Schwinn to a used
Cushman with an ice cream box as a sidecar.

This was in the mid to late ‘40's. Korea put
a kabash on my time 'til the early ‘60's. I rode a
number of two Wheelers during the period from
then 'till ‘75 when the Wing came out. This
period also saw three major back operations and
lots of down time. Never will forget the ‘79
Yamaha 750 triple that seized the center cylinder
slowing from approximately 100 m.p.h. to 0 in
what seemed like 10 feet. You have never seen a
basket case 'til you go through something like
this. Well anyway I now own a 1985 Honda
"Intercede" coupled to a 1987 (serial # 57 of the
75 year) Watsonian Oxford. Numerology any-
one? I also had the honor cf piloting the first
Watsonian Cambridge around the states. We
called it the Flagship of the Watsonian Fleet".

I am a member of the AMA, a delegate
member for The Cascade Sidecarists of the AMA
Oregon District 28, Legislative Officer for The
Cascade Sidecarists, Big Foot Sidecar Club,
Canadian Sidecar Owners Cl ub, B.P.O.E. #1989,
and low-and behold a member of the United
Sidecar Association. I am also recently retired,
but am quite heavily involved in "Honey-Do"
right now.

Well, on to things of a more important
matter. If any of you out there have any questions
about USA and it's chapters or want to join or
start a chapter in your area please don't hesitate
to write or call me. My address and phone
number are listed above, and the new official
address for all current operations is: The Regis-
trar/Chapter Director/Etc., United Sidecar Asso-
ciation, Inc., P.O. Box 1353, Homewood, Illionis
60430-0353

I may, or may not have the answer to your
question, but I will leave no stone unturned to
arrive at an answer and get back to you as soon
as possible. I am very fortunate to have a vast
cache cf knowledge and experience to draw
from; Doug Bingham, Dan Doyle, Jim Krautz,
etc. of our past executive board, who are more
than willing to help in answering your questions.
How bout it gang?

Keep the dirty side down, and keep in
touch..

Ron Bigger

"Intercade" = one half '85 Interstate and one
half '84 Aspencade, hence "Intercade". R.B.
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International
Industrial News Overseas

Koch Motorrad GMbH offers a BMW
K100RS, with or without their sidecar, complete
with all USA equipment.

Full details by contacting: Rainer Koch,
President Koch Motorrad GmbH Schlagdstrasse
31-33 D-3442 Wanfried, West Germany

Their sidecar kit package cames complete
with a hydraulic disc brake, mounting hardware,
leading link front forks, adjustable Koni shocks,
Boge steering damper, 3 - 15" wheels with radial
tires, fender and brackets. Designed to fit Honda,
Kawasaki, Suzuki and Yamaha,. BMWs can be
fitted but require a heavy duty motorcycle frame
and rear shocks.

Koch Motorrad is looking for an importer to
handle their sidecars in America. Is there some-
one wanting to handle one of the best handling
sidecar rigs in the world?

Steib Owners Registrar?
Owner of 2 Steib sidecars would like to

compile a list of fellow owners. Please send
name, address and model to: Jim Carey, 21200
Todd Vly. Rd., #40, Forest-hill, CA. 95631

Motorcycle Gifts for Xmas
Unusual gifts for your favorite biker Gifts

include:

- Replica antique sidecar toys.

- Famous biker teddy bear.

-  Unique Harley DINOSAUR tee shirts.

-   Handmade sculptures.

- Hard to find accessories.

- Much more.

--- Free Catalog.

Contact: Manx USA, Dept M-4 P. O. Box
3193, San Mateo, CA 94403

Sidecar Manufacturer's
Information Officer

The USCA is proud to announce yet another
service to members. John Kliefoth of Mokena, IL
is our new Sidecar Manufacturer's Information
Officer. He will maintain files on sidecar
manufacturer's products, brochures and ad-
dresses. If you need information on one or more
sidecar manufacturer please drop John a line,
addressed as follows:

Sidecar Manufacturer's Information Officer
United Sidecar Association, Inc.

P. O. Box 1353, Homewood, IL60430-0353

It will take a little will to get all the bro-
chures from all the manufacturers so please don't
fret if he does not have your favorite sidecar
manufacturer's brochures in stock.
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International
ARMEC V-MAX COMBO
Translated by Richard Lilly 1987.

He believed he had ridden everything. Then
Thomas Herwig, Test Driving Editor of "Das
Motorrad", swung himself onto the Armec-
Swivel Hack!

The idea is old. Inventors and engineers
have tried again and again to replace the rigid
motorcycle sidecar combination with a better
construction. The results were flexible combina-
tions whose wheels took curves like stock solo
bikes.

Harley-Davidson built such a combination
in 1920 for speedway races. There were many
attempts in Germany to get these flexible combi-
nations on the road but without sucess. Their
usage was limited to the sandtrack races in
Germany until the 1970's when they were banned
because of the numerous accidents with them.

A new concept with the flexible combina-
tion comes to us from Switzerland.  Kurt Aregger
has boldly combined a conventional sidecar
through a hinge to a solo Moto Guzzi. The
amazing thing is, the vehicle has the blessing of
the Swiss traffic authorities.

The principle of the Aregger construction is
as follows: a long axle is bolted from front to
back, lengthwise and parallel to the motorcycle.
Two Uni-ball joints are placed on this axle for
attachment with the sidecar permitting normal
solo banking. The bike requires a side stand,
otherwise it would fall over like a solo bike does
when at rest.

The Armec-Swivel follows its own physical
laws. Sidecar wheel lead, wheel track, wheel
base and lean-out, in comparison with a normal
motorcycle combination play only a secondary
role. Aregger calculated only with the sidecar
lead. By raising the front attachment point of the
sidecar, it also steers a iittle because of the
banking of the bike in curves. The toe-in is
changeable as are the lean-out and wheel base.
The banking of the bike in curves determines
these variables.

The plus point of this Swiss three-wheeler is
its non-liftability. The sidecar cannot lift! An-
other advantage is, one can remove the sidecar
quickly and ride the motorcycle solo. Alterations
on the bike are, because of the Uni-ball joints
and their attachments unnecessary. No leading
link front fork, no car tyres, nothing. Aregger
constructed this combination with the assistance
of a Swiss motorcycle dealer.

During the first few kilometres I tried to
concentrate on riding it like a solo bike, in spite
of the sidecar. The Swiss fuss-pot had instructed
me to do so and I got this down pat. I had other
worries however. What secret power pushes the
bike when reducing speed, to lean out to the left.
Then by accelerating out of the curve, the same
game but in the other direction as the V-Max
straightens up.

I drive in a worried Criss-course pattern as
my sidecar partner looks anxiously at me. Slowly
I begin to understand the physical laws govern-
ing this vehicle and by which I am bound. Load
change alters my leans; leaning to the right by
acceleration and to the left by braking and if I
only use the front brake...the sidecar puts internal
pressure on the solo bike by the resultant load
changes. This loading stays within limits with an
empty answer but with a loaded sidecar the
loading factor is enormous. These lateral loads
work over a torque arm to the bike. This leverage
torque is dependent and variable according to the
banking of the bike. This can be calculated with
and through the angle of the motorcycle to the
sidecar.

I miscalculated the width on a narrow road
as a car appproached from the opposite direction.
I swerved to avoid it on the curve and braked
also. The bike jerks to the left and I find myself
looking into the wide fearful eyes of the other
driver. Sorry, I forgot the variable wheel track of
my vehicle and my shaking partner now wants
out of the sidecar. Inventor Aregger, asked about
the road performance of his vehicle, simply
answers "no problem, just a matter of getting
used to it, one must countersteer." Ah So!
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Take the gas easily, at the same time, pre-
tend there is a right curve so that the bike won't
push left; but you must steer left. We are gov-
erned by the laws of solo vehicles. Very simple,
yes? Herein is the big problem of the Armec-
Swivel. The reactions of a normal motorcycle
sidecar combination multiplies itself with the
laws of the solo bike to an almost impossible
amount of chassis overeactions.

There are other things to watch out for. For
example, in right hand curves, the degree of lean
of the bike is limited; parts of the bike will sit
down into the sidcear mounts. Aregger says "then
you must brake." However he doesn't worry
about the safety of his work. He is convinced it is
very stable and better than a conventional combi-
nation in many ways.

The Swiss Authorities were convinced too.
Aregger: "the inspector rode 1.5 km and then
told me this construction was more agreeable to
him than a normal rigid combination." Kurt
Aregger got the vehicle papers for his swivel
combination!

Technical Data of Armec-Swivel:
Chassis: double tube frame, with support frame

running keelwise to the bike.
Front End: telefork with air pressure support;

140mm spring travel, 2 disc brakes, air cooled.
Rear End: 2 shocks, 100mm spring travel, 1 disc

brake
Wheel Base: 1590mm
Steering Head Angle: 61 degrees
Trail: 119mm
Sidecar connected with two (2) Uniball type

joints. Track width, lean-out and sidecar wheel
lead dependent on the leaning angle of the
motorcycle.

Tyres:
Front- 110-90 V 18; Rear- 150-90 V 15
Side- 125SR 12(square profile auto type)

Weight:
motorcycle-279 kilograms
sidecar 65 kilograms
total 344 kilograms or 758 lbs. with full(15
litres) petrol tank.

Theoretical Top Speed: 200 km/h.
Price: 7,500 Swiss Francs.

Article first in Das Motorrad: No.24/1986.

International
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BMW Owners
BMW OWNERS NOTE:
 Two-thirds of our membership are NOT
BMW owners; however this information may
be useful to them and to others.

For those interested in vintage BMWs, The
VIrtage BMW Bulletin provides some excellent
photographs of restored BMW sidecar rigs. In a
recent issue, the Bulletin introduced Peter
Ondrak, Postfach 46061, 8000 Munich, 46, West
Germany who is usually able to fill your need for
spares for any BMW from 1948 to 1969.

Another contact for the BMW enthusiast
whose interest predates the postwar forties:
Harvey J. Hoar, 21, Landisdale, Danbury, Essex,
England has or can manufacture exactly what is
required to complete your restoration whether it
be from a Zundapp or World War II BMW. He
has the machining capabilities for military
vehicles including machine guns and parts for
U.S. Army

Military Indian motorcycles. To subscribe to
the bi-monthly Vintage BMW Bulletin, send
$8.00 U.S. Funds to John Laco, Box 297,
Fanwood, New Jersey 07023 and tell him Hal
Kendall of the USCA sent you.

Treatise On /5 BMW
Motorcycles Or Later
-H.A.Kendall

This is the title of an all-encompassing
article I hope to publish sometime during the
Summer of 1988; but due to lack of specific
material I am unable to do so. Much correspon-
dence has passed between myself and members
on the above noted subject all of it somewhat
conflicting on most topics.

B.M.W. was the prime workhorse for
pulling sidecars up to 1969. After 1969 the /5
series became a two-wheeler machine, designed
for solo operation. Yet many individuals have
made excellent chair pulling machines from later
models.

If at least twenty or more sidecarists will
drop me a few lines on how you made your
conversion, I will tally all responses and do an
article. Please be specific. If certain components
were fabricated, please include the name, address
and phone number of the fabricator, what was
done and the cost at the time.

How well have the conversions passed the
test of time and use? As a guide, I need answers
to the following: Who used to build helper
frames & who still does? Are they full frames for
all mounting points or do they cover only the rear
mounts? Where do they attach to the main
frame? Can /2 link front ends be fitted to /5
frames or later? Is it a direct fit or is some modi-
fication required? What modifications?

Under engines: Can 750 or 900 or 1000
engines be dropped into /2 frames? Direct fit or
modifications required? What modifications?
Under gears: What gear ratio sets are inter-
changeable with what series? It is known that
sidecar outfits run much better with a higher
numerical rear end than with lower numerical
solo operation rear ends.

Under wheels: What rear wheels are candi-
dates for a 15" rim conversion to accommodate
the 125SR15 or 135SR15 radial automobile
tyres? We know this increases the gearing and
provides a longer lasting tyre. There was a 15"
rim on a BMW hub that was done by
Buchannan's Frame Shop for a rig seen at the
1987 Houston Motorcycle Show.

Under general info: what modifications are
felt to be essential versus what modifications are
desirable? Who has the required expertise to
handle said conversion process?

Please send all answers to H.A.Kendall, 711
Plainwood Drive, Houston TX 77079.
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Advt
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Advt
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Rally
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E&F Register & EXPO
REGISTER FOR EMERGENCY AND FRIENDSHIP
CONTACTS (USCA MEMBERS ONLY)

The USCA is asking for volunteers from the members for the EMERGENCY AND FRIEND-
SHIP CONTACT SYSTEM. These listings are for emergency help, sidecaring socialization, or both,
depending on your preference.

The Emergency Only category is to provide aid during a breakdown, accident, theft, etc. The
Friendship Only category is an open invitation for sidecarists passing through to stop and say Hi.

Yes! I would like to volunteer for emergency contact, sidecaring socialization, or both:

State:_________ Town:__________________  First Name:______________________

Phone:______/________________ Membership:_________ Number ZIP Code:______

EMERGENCY ONLY [___] FRIENDSHIP ONLY BOTH [___]

Send this form to: Don Schwanke, Big Springs - Rt. 1, P.O. Lecompton, KS 66050

USCA TRADE BOOTHS
For the 1987-88 season the USCA will push

for maximum exposure at the Motorcycle and
ATV Expos Trade and customer shows. Manning
the booths is difficult but rewarding work.

Past President of the USCA Doug Bingham
of Side Strider has offered to man the booth (one
of over 400 booths) at the 27th Annual Motor-
cycle and ATV Expo at the Anaheim Convention
Centre-November, 27-28, 1987.

Bob Odell of EML St. Louis will host the
booth at the 36th Annual Autorama at Detroit's
Cobo Hall, Janaury 8-10, 1988.

The USCA greater Houston Chapter will
look after the booth during the Supercross Races
at the Houston Astrodome February 5 to 7, 1988.

I need volunteers to assist with the staffing
of these booths. If you are interested and would
like to assist (with the possibility of a free pass)
please contact the following ASAP:

Doug Bingham 818-780-5542,

Bob Odell 314-531-4010

Hal Kendall 713-493-5255 (home)

 or 713-556-3222(office)

All USCA memebers and their friends are
invited to drop by our booths and enjoy our
hospitality coffee.
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Coming Events
NOTE TO PUBLICITY CHAIRMAN: News about events and other announcements of a
timely nature must be on my desk at least two and one half months prior to SIDECARIST
cover date. Please send all information to: Terry Strassenburg, 18461 Martin Ave. Homewood,
IL 60430. 312/799-1289

If you don't, see a listing for your area contact your state director. After your meet, don't forget to
send in those pictures and facts. Your pictures may wind up in the SIDECARIST and be the envy
of those who didn't attend.

USCA EVENTS
October 24-25 - 16th Griffith Park Rally Van Nuys, CA, Contact: Doug Bingham (818) 780-5542

Nov. 6-8 Southern Fried CA Chapter Havasu Nites IV Sidecar Rally, Echo Lodge Resort, Parker
Dam, CA. Contact: Jack Fassel, 13110 Old West Ave. San Diego, CA. 92129, (619) 484-2010

January 1, 1988 - 21st Polar Bear Run South Suburban BMW 2725 Chicago Road S. Chicago Hts, IL
60411, Contact: Marty (312) 754-6466 Ed (312) 333-9167

Courtesy Listings
Nov 27-28 = Motorcycle Expo, Anaheim Convention Center, CA
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. FIRST TIME ADS

FOR SALE:
1983 Honda Silver Wing Interstate & California

Sidecar, both in excellent condition. 9000
miles, too many options on both to list, must
be seen to appreciate-$5000. For more info
call Dave at 312-584-6704 after 6 PM.

One stock 1969 fiberglass Harley Sidecar, ready
to hook up. Excellent Condition. $2000. Firm.
Call Dennis Yeager, 4496 High Street, Loran,
Pearl City Il., 61062. Phone: 815-443-2369

Watsonian Palma-2 seater, black, new tyre plus
spare mounted on back c/w cover. Trailer
hitch, s/c mounts included. Good Condition.
Would consider exchange for larger Cam-
bridge sidecar. Charles Boyd, 2547 Julie Ct.,
Santa Rosa, CA 95401 Phone: 707-523-1945.

1985 Harley metal sidecar, good body, never
wrecked.$2000.0B0. Will consider trade on H-
D bike or basket case(no sportsters). Butch
Ruth, 417 Fava Dr. Greenville, MS 38701.
Phone:603-334-6054, after 5PM and on
weekends.

1955 Duna Sidecar, Imported from Hungary. All
aluminum body, torsion bar suspension , 19"
steel wheel with center-lock hub c/w knockoff,
frame has BMW-type claw mounts with four
point mounting, interior is original white
leatherette with red piping, perfewct
winshield, apron, tonneau cover and rugs.

Electrics fit pre-1970 BMW motorcycles. Out-
side adjustable (by driver or passenger) sus-
pension by means of large ball and level. Body
is solid, no rust-out, minor dings, some
retoration begun; is weight and size of typical
Steib LS200 or S250. $1500. OBO. Contact:
Ronald Slabon, P.O. Box 67, Exeter, NH
03833. Ring 603-778 8550 evenings.

FOR SALE
1982 FLH White With H-D Sidecar Excellent
condition - $7000 Firm

1976 R90S BMW - Krauser Bags Elec, Igni-
tion, Air Shocks, Air Caps, Dual plugs, new
Day-Glow Orange Paint -

1986 new carbs, exhaust - $2000, Firm

1969 XLCH H-D Basket Case - $2000 Firm

Steve Hubek (614) 852-4910 - Ohio
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience. SECOND TIME ADS
1981 Goldwing - Custom fully enclosed sidecar

(like Motorvation Coupe Royale). Seats two.
Extra storage, 5 Gal Fuel tank with pump.
Very good condition. Tony Dusatko (402) 493-
2488 11617 Queens Drive, Omaha, NE 68164

Help! Help! Need info on mounting Vetter
Terraplane on '78 Goldwing. Photos - Draw-
ings  Dennis Fode, 7080 Cramberry Street
Anchorage, AK 99502

Wanted - Windshield for 1977 Squire or info .
Bob Gilbert (904) 264-4667 688 Claire Lane,
Orange Park, VLA 32073

Used Watsonian Monza Sidecar - Fair condition,
Color White - Hardware for GL 1100,
$500.00, Contact: (818) 248-9631 (Business)

Used Cal. Friendship 1 - Tonneau Cover -Black,
Gold Pinstripe, $1100.00, (818) 248-9631

Used Zephyr Sidecar - Red $500.00, GL Mount-
ing Hardware, Contact: (818) 248-9631

Used Motorvation Roadster Royale - Black
Convertible Top - Custom Harley Spoke
Wheel - Good Condition $2000.00 OBO,
Contact: (818) 248-9631 (Business)

Used Motorvation Custom Coupe Royale - '82
Aspencade Silver & Grey - Custom Interior -
Bra - Light Bar - Hardware for GL 1100
$2000.00, Contact: (818) 248-9631 (Business)

Used Ultra Sidecar - Color matched to 1985
Honda GL Ltd - Gold & Brown - Very Good
Condition - Mounting Hardware included,
$2000.00 OBO, Contact: (818) 248-9631

1978 BMW 880/7 with Ural Sidecar. All black.
with RS type fairing, Lester wheels, bags, fork
brace. 19 K on bike, hack hardly used. $3,500,
Carl, San Diego (619) 458-2470 (0) 578-8023

1976 BMW R90 - EMI Sidecar, Drive Train,
35,000 miles on engine and trans. 3,000 miles
on rig - $7,500 invested  $6,700, Contact Jim
Sefton, 118 N. Main Street North East, MD
21901 Phone: (301) 287-5225

Utah Sidecar Body - location for tail light and
headlight. White Gelcoat - $200, Contact John
Ammon, 648 East 13th, South S.L.C., Utah,
Phone: (801) 533-6554 (W), Or 487-4458

1981 Motorvation Roadster. Mag Wheel. Brakes,
Gas Tank, Convertible Top $1,995, Contact
Rodger Mattson, 4 Holly East, Alton, IL,
Phone: (618) 254-4309

Squire S/C, Convertible Top, Tonneau, Large
Trunk, Luggage Rack, Mag Wheel. Roll Bar,
Frame Surrounds Body. Perfect. Black. 1983
Honda CB1000, Shaft, Dual Range, Black/
Grey, 9 K miles. Exc. handling. Will split,
$1,100/$1,400, Contact: Tom Turner, 1502
Renwick Lane, Vista, Colorado 92084 Phone:
(619) 724-6758

1985 Motorvation Engineering Formula II
Deluxe Limited Edition Sidecar, convertible
top, torsion adjuster handle, 10 gal. fuel tank,
seat belt, brake system, 2 tone '84 Aspencade
Blue, steering damper with brackets, full
cover, many more extras. Will deliver within
500 miles. Original price $3950. Asking
$2900. Used once, 3000 mile trip. Excellent
condition. Nick D'Ambruoso, Swansea, MA
02777 (617) 674-2709

1985 DNEPR 650cc with Sidecar, 1988 Califor-
nia Reg. Only 1300 miles, perfec condition
$2800/0B0, Contact: Tom - 415-387-2219 or
415-768-4884

Wanted Mounting Bracket for Vetter Windjam-
mer SS, Fairing and Saddle Bags for a 1978
Honda Gold Wing GL 1000. Bill
Grochowalski, (313) 587-2275 9400 Doty
Road. Maybee, MI 48159

1958 BMW R60 with 1957 Steib S350. Super
condition. New Paint, Tonneau, Windscreen
Upholstery. Sidecar Gears. Pictures available -
$4900, Pierce Felch(201) 469-8238 1412
Drum Hill Road, Martinsville, N.J. 08836
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Manufacturers & Services
These services appear lean. When I called several of the manufacturers listed they were a) out
of business, b) did not know their cards were listed, c) had changed address or phone number.
This service to manufacturers, dealers and others, can only be continued if current. Cards
listed are believed correct. If your card is not here, send card, plus $50.00 to the USCA, 711
Plainwood Drive, Houston, Texas 77079. If you paid for a card and it is not listed, send new
card and advise period card was to be listed ($50.00 per 12 months). Our members refer to
these cards constantly!
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Bookshop
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Application Form
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